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Alexandra Chakov 
A Year of Jewells: Short Story Collection 

 

Summer 
Red Handed 

 The sun shined brightly, the kind of brightly that made your skin feel like it glowed and 

you were perfectly warm. Mama decided it was the perfect day to do laundry so our clothes could 

dry on the line outside and smell like the flowers and trees from the yard.  

 “You two can go play in the woods if you want, but don’t go too far, and be back before 

dark for dinner,” Mama told us.  

 She loved when we played out in the woods in the back of our property on laundry day so 

we didn’t dirty it while we played. We never argued, the woods were the best place to go on 

adventures and play games, plus we didn’t like getting yelled at for ruining the laundry. When we 

did that it was always, “Eleanor Jewell! You need to go rewash this. Look what you did,”.  

 “Can we play house today since we played kickball yesterday?” I asked my big brother 

Glenn. 

 “No. I have a better idea Eleanor,” he said, “Let’s build a treehouse.” 

 “That would be so cool!” I said. “How are we gonna do that though? We don’t have any 

stuff for it.” 

 “I have an idea, c’mon.” Glenn replied, running further into the woods. It didn’t take me 

too long to figure out that he was taking us towards the new construction site where our 

neighbor’s house used to be. Now they were building a brand new house for brand new people.   

* 
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The construction site was eerily quiet. The cranes and diggers sat idly waiting for Monday 

morning to be brought back to life again. Glenn and I weaved around the beginnings of the new 

house, trying to find the things we needed for our treehouse.  

 “I found wood, hammers, and nails,” said Glenn. “Is there anything else you think we 

need?” 

 “No, but there’s paint here that would make it look better.” I replied.  

 “Alright, well, you grab that.” Glenn said.  

 Glenn and I loaded up our little red Radio Flyer wagon with the supplies we found for the 

tree house. We left exactly how we came, through the rear side of the construction site into the 

woods behind our house. I wanted our treehouse to actually be in a tree, but Glenn is too big of a 

baby and insisted we just make it up against a tree. We used the big tree that I chose, as the one 

corner and decided we would just have three walls, making a triangular treehouse.  

Glenn and I worked for what seemed like forever to get the walls put up and nailed 

together. Building was a lot heavier and harder than I thought it would be—but I didn’t tell Glenn 

that I wanted him to think I was super strong. Once the walls were up, I convinced Glenn that we 

should paint them before, working on the roof. We hadn’t looked at the paint color, I had just 

grabbed the first container I saw, which made it even more exciting when I had opened it and saw 

red paint. Red was my favorite color.  

“Gross, you picked this color on purpose didn’t you?” Glenn accused me.  

He hated the color red because I liked it; blue was his favorite color. I rolled my eyes in 

response and grabbed a paintbrush. Glenn and I had never painted walls before and didn’t realize 

how difficult it was. Before long, our arms ached from reaching up on our tiptoes to reach the top 

of the wall.  
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“Hey Eleanor, come here,” Glenn called at me from the wall he was working on.  

“Why?” I questioned. 

“Just come here.” 

I went over to see what he could possibly want, only to be met with a paintbrush to the 

face. My big, bratty brother had started a war he would not win. Soon, paint was flying all over 

the treehouse and the trees surrounding it, and it was especially all over us. We looked like 

human-sized lobsters when we were done.  

“We should probably get home, I’m hungry.” Glenn said. 

“Okay, we can finish painting the last wall tomorrow.” 

We put the leftover paint, wood, and our tools inside the unfinished treehouse before we 

started our trek through the woods home. We left a red foot-printed trail behind us, like a colorful 

Hansel and Gretel.  

* 

Mama was in the kitchen finishing up with dinner when we got back. The paint seemed 

dry enough at that point, so Glenn thought it would be okay to walk into the house if we took our 

shoes off outside. Glenn was wrong. As soon as Mama turned around and saw us, she screamed. I 

think it was a mix of horror and anger at seeing us covered in red, but I didn’t have any time to 

process her reaction before she threw Glenn and I into a bath.  

Usually I loved getting to take a bath with Glenn because we could play water games, but 

lately Glenn thought taking a bath with his six-year old sister was too lame—I guess being eight 

years old just made him so mature. That night though Mama scrubbed and scrubbed at our skin 

with washcloths and did not let us play anything.  
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“Eli!” Mama yelled to Dad, “I think it’s oil-based paint, not water-based paint. They’re 

going to be red for forever it’s not coming off.” 

“Here, I’ll try scrubbing them.” Dad answered. 

Dad washing us was even worse than when Mama had been doing it. He scrubbed even 

harder, but we were still pink. Personally, I couldn’t tell if we were pink from the paint or from all 

the scrubbing at that point. It felt like we were in the bath for hours with Mama and Dad taking 

turns trying to make us normal again. When they finally decided we were as clean as we could 

get, they sent us off to bed without dinner, which I didn’t think was fair at all. We had worked up 

quite an appetite building, but I knew better than to argue I didn’t want to get thrown into the bath 

again.  

* 

 “You two can go play outside. I still have a headache from last night,” Mama told Glenn 

and I once we were done with our breakfast. 

 Glenn and I were excited to go back to finish our treehouse, so we yelled a quick 

“Goodbye, love you!” as we ran out the door. Once we reached our treehouse we figured we 

should get the roof built first since it would be harder than painting the last wall will be. By the 

time we got the roof finished, we were exhausted. This tree house made me decide I did not want 

to be a builder when I grew up—it is way too much work. Glenn wanted us to just finish painting 

tomorrow, but I thought that it was better to just get it all done with. This way we have the rest of 

the summer to just play. No work and all play is the whole point of summer.  

 “I have an idea, Eleanor,” Glenn said. 

 “For finishing painting?” I asked. 

 “Yeah, watch this!”  
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 Before I could even react Glenn took the paint can and threw the paint at the wall. The red 

paint splattered all over the wall, the ground, and us.  

 “Glenn!” I yelled, “Mama is going to kill us! Look what you did!” 

 My red-paint-covered brother burst out laughing in reply.  

 “You look so funny.” He sputtered out between fits of laughter.  

 Instead of replying I decided to run over and give him a huge hug so some of the paint on 

me would rub off onto him.  

 “Get off of me!” he shouted. “We need to even out the paint on the wall before it dries.” 

 Glenn’s dumb idea made our last wall look a little weird due to the middle being bright 

red and the edges not nearly as red, but it worked, and it was all ours. We left our treehouse and 

made our way through the woods back to our house. We followed the same path we took the day 

before, making our red footprint trail even brighter. Mama was out in the garden beside our house 

when we got back. Our garden was huge and filled with tomato plants, basil, oregano, and so 

many other things Mama would use to make dinner.  

 “What’s for dinner Mama?” Glenn yelled when we got closer.  

 “Meatloaf and I’m thinking a big salad with—“ Mama started to say while looking up at 

us. 

 Mama’s whole face contorted when she saw with horror that we were covered in paint 

again. She started to sputter out nonsense, and I looked at Glenn scared for all the trouble we were 

about to be in. Then, Mama went from shocked and angry to tears—so many tears. 
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Autumn 
Out of the Woods 

 
 “School’s been hard Mama! Can’t we do our chores later it’s so nice out?” I begged. 

 “Yeah? First grade is so hard?” Mama teased me. 

 “It really is. We don’t get nap time anymore. Its just boring work all day,” I whined. 

 “Alright, you and Glenn can go play outside for a little bit, but you need to get your chores 

done before your Dad gets home.” 

 “Yes! Let’s go Glenn,” I yelled. 

 Glenn came flying out of the living room where he had been eavesdropping on the 

conversation. He always said Mama is more likely to say yes to me because I’m her baby, but I 

don’t know about that. The autumn leaves had just begun to fall in the woods that made up most 

of our backyard. I jumped from leaf to leaf to find the crunchiest ones; they’re my favorite. Glenn 

also likes stepping on crunchy leaves, but he’s decided he wants to be a soldier one day, so 

whenever we take walks through the woods he insists on walking all prim and proper anymore.  

 Our property went pretty far back, but Mama and Dad didn’t like us going too far back 

because there are wild animals and hunters. We’re also not supposed to go too close to the dairy 

farm on the right side of our house. Mama said it’s because they don’t want us bothering the cows 

and stuff, but I think it’s because of Great Great Grandma Elsie. She was licked by a cow that had 

rabies, and it killed her.  

 “Glenn, maybe we should start walking back…we’re really far out,” I said. 

 “We’re not that far. Plus it’s still early, so we’re not gonna get lost in the dark or 

anything,” He said.  

 I sighed. Glenn never listened to me, but I continued to follow him through the woods 

anyway. All the trees were changing colors, making overhead a mix of green, orange, red, yellow, 
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and brown with the blue sky peeking through. The leaves fell gently around me as I jumped from 

leaf to leaf trying not to touch any grass. I had been enjoying my own made up “don’t touch the 

ground” kind of game until I heard some rustling in the distance. 

 “Did you hear that?” I asked. 

 “Yeah. Maybe we should head back after all,” Glenn said. 

 “I told you so,” I muttered to myself still looking at the ground. 

The rustling grew louder and louder making the hairs on my arm stand on end. I didn’t 

understand why I was getting so nervous the woods always made noises from the squirrels and 

wind. When the rustling started again I turned around quickly to see a dark blur run by.  

“Glenn, did you see that?” I asked.  

“See what?” he asked.  

Before I could respond, I heard rustling again, but this time there wasn’t a black blur 

running by, but a dog standing further out in the woods. His lips curled back and made a growl. I 

turned to look at Glenn, and saw another dog further out in the woods behind him. Glenn’s eyes 

were popping out of his head leading me to believe he saw a dog too.  

 “Eleanor what do we do?” Glenn exclaimed.  

Fear crept over me; the dogs were getting closer with each second we wasted. We had 

heard story after story about the wild dogs, but we had never thought we’d see them for ourselves.  

“Okay, we’ll climb a tree and stay out of their reach.” I said. 

“I can’t climb trees like you can, you’re going to have to give me a boost.” Glenn said.  

Panic really started to hit me then, Glenn was terrible at climbing trees, but if I got him 

started he could do it. Quickly I had to come up with a new plan for us.  
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“Okay, then run,” I said, “Run as fast as you can and I’ll climb a tree and keep the dogs 

occupied.” 

So Glenn ran. He didn’t argue with me, or insist we run together. For once he just listened 

to his little sister and ran. And I climbed the first tree I saw. I wrapped my body around it and 

used my feet to push me upward; I felt like a strong little squirrel. Once I was pretty high on a 

secure branch I let myself finally breathe again. Then, I started yelling and shaking the tree branch 

above me. The dogs were close and I hoped they would come pay attention to me in the tree 

instead of Glenn wherever he was at that point.  

Thankfully, my plan worked. There were five dogs surrounding my tree; they jumped and 

snarled, wanting to do who knows what to me. I continued to shake the tree and yell until I 

thought I was going to collapse. I wanted Glenn to have as much of a head start as he could before 

they got bored of me. I felt like I was in the tree for hours, but it had probably only been a few 

minutes when the dogs left. They ran in the opposite direction of home, but with all the trees and 

bushes in the woods I didn’t know how long they went in that direction.  

I sat in my safe tree for what felt like forever before I decided that I needed to start 

heading home. I climbed down the tree slowly trying not to make a sound. Once I reached the 

ground I crept through the woods listening for any sign of the wild dogs.  

Crunch.  

Panic swept through me. They were back for me, they were back for me, repeated in my 

head over and over again. As quickly as I could, I climbed another tree. I sat high up in the 

branches, waiting for the vicious dogs to be back for me, but after a few minutes I realized they 

weren’t coming back. I descended my tree once again and returned to my slow walk home. But 
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with every crunch, crack, and rustle I flew up another tree. Fear had been consuming me, leaving 

me unable to go five minutes of walking without climbing a tree for safety.  

Once I made it home it was almost dark. I could see the light of my kitchen from the back 

window, and as soon as I opened the door I could hear Glenn’s cries and my parents yelling about 

how he could leave his little sister out for the dogs—literally. Before I yelled to them that I was 

there and okay, I breathed in the safety of home. 

 

Winter 
Slippery Slope 

 The snow was falling gently down just barely then, each flake getting lost in the white 

sheet that enveloped our yard. It was like over-night our home transported itself into a perfect, 

just shaken, snow-globe. I immediately got myself dressed in layer after layer before I ran over to 

Glenn’s room to wake him. As soon as I knocked on the door, he swung it open completely 

dressed as well. Our hurried footsteps on the stairs must have alerted Mama from the kitchen. 

 “Have fun you two,” She yelled knowing the first snowfall meant sledding.  

 Glenn and I ran out the door and headed out to our shed to get our sleds. We always 

sledded down the same hill just down the road from our house. It was fun, but all the other kids in 

the area also would sled there, so sometimes it got kind of crowded.  

 “C’mon lets go to Big Ridge Hill for once,” Glenn pleaded. 

 “We’re not allowed to go there it’s all rocky,” I said. 

 “It’ll be fine. I have an idea.” Glenn said, heading in the direction of Big Ridge Hill.  

 I tried arguing with Glenn the entire walk to the hill, but he never listened to me.  

* 
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 This hill was much larger than the one we usually would go sledding at, and it was empty. 

There were no tiny kids with their parents giggling and getting in our way. The rocks were big 

though, and they littered around the bottom of the hill barely visible with all the snow.  

 “How are we going to know where it’s safe to sled down?” I asked. 

 “I told you I have an idea.” Glenn responded. “C’mon, I’ll tell you when we get up there.” 

 I grumbled to myself about Glenn being a brat as we climbed up the hill. Between the 

snow and the steep slope it felt how I imagined climbing Mount Everest would feel. When we 

finally reached the top I plopped down into the snow letting it’s coldness cool me off. It was 

below freezing out, but with all my layers on and the hike up the hill I was sweating.  

 “Okay, so here’s the plan. We’re going to take turns sledding down to find a clear spot.” 

Glenn explained. 

 “You’re kidding right?” I asked. 

 “No. It’s a good plan. We’ll take turns.” 

 “That’s not a plan it’s a death sentence.”  

 “C’mon, we’re already up here you might as well sled down.” 

 “I am not going first!” I demanded.  

* 

 I went first. Every time Glenn had a terrible plan I ended up going along with it. This is 

exactly how I ended up at the bottom of Big Ridge Hill with blood pouring out of my nose 

surrounded by rocks. My screams when I reached the bottom must have clued Glenn that my path 

was not safe. Luckily for him, the spot he chose to go down first was completely clear. Luckily 

for me, my kind big brother checked on me and simply said, “Oh, it’s just a bloody nose”. Then, 
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he ran back up the hill and sled down over and over. All the while I sat in the snow with my 

bloody nose, which looked extra dramatic with the sharp contrast of pure white and bright red.  

 “Okay Eleanor, let’s head back. Maybe Mama will make us hot chocolate. I’m freezing,” 

said Glenn. 

 I rolled my eyes at him and started to follow him home. When we got to the house I stood 

in the entryway shedding off layers before heading to the kitchen where Glenn was already asking 

Mama about the hot chocolate. 

 “Yes, yes, I’ll make it for you two in just a minute.” Mama said, while turning to face us. 

 “Oh my,” Mama gasped. “What happened?” 

 Mama put her hands against my face, the concern shined in her eyes. I recounted the story, 

completely throwing my brother in front of the bus, and watched as her emotions switched from 

concern to anger at Glenn. 

 “Glenn Jewell!” Mama yelled before diving into her lecture.  

* 

 I curled myself up on the couch with a blanket while I waited for Mama to finish up 

making the hot chocolate. Glenn was sent to his room to, “think about what he’s done”. Mama 

helped me clean myself up before making the hot chocolate. While I waited I breathed in the 

sweet smell drifting in from the kitchen and took in the warmth from home. 

 

Spring 
S.O.S. 

The water of the Chesapeake Bay shimmered in the sun. Each ripple of water glowed from 

the reflecting sun. An unusually warm day in April lining up on a Saturday meant my constant 

wish to go out on the boat got to come true. I loved riding in the boat and feeling the bumps from 
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the waves we created, not to mention being able to fish in silence, listening to the nature that was 

so different from the woods by our house.  

 Glenn and I sat at the front of the boat where it comes into a tip. The waves felt even 

bumpier there, so it was our favorite place to sit while we travelled out to a place to stop for 

fishing. With each bump we squealed in delight as our stomachs dropped and the water sprayed 

our faces. I turned to Mama to point out a bird that kept swooping down to try to catch fish, but 

then I heard a loud splash. Glenn was gone vanished into thin air.  

 “Help!” Glenn screamed from someplace I couldn’t see.  

 I could hear splashing and trashing in the ocean, but it was getting quieter as the boat 

propelled forward. I leaned over the boat hoping it wasn’t true, but there Glenn was frantically 

splashing in the bay.  

 “Dad!” I yelled. “Glenn fell off the boat! Stop the boat!” 

 Dad looked confused at first, but as soon as he processed what I said he stopped. I 

watched as he looked over the boat to see Glenn splashing in the ocean, drowning. Then, Dad did 

the strangest thing. He turned the boat back on and slowly inched it towards my drowning 

brother.  

 “Help!” screamed Glenn, over and over again. 

 “Glenn,” Dad said, “just stand up.” 

 Glenn wasn’t listening though, he was too busy splashing and yelling.  

 “Glenn,” Dad yelled this time. “Stand up.” 

 Glenn glanced up this time and seemed to hear our Dad. He stopped splashing and 

screaming and stood all the way up. The water only reached his chest.  
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Erica Dame  

My Experiences In Wonderland  
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Julie Hild 
The Monster Mash: An Exploration of the Child Psyche 

 
I. Introduction  

 Children, especially the children of the modern age, have familiarity with death. From 

television shows and films that are directed at a younger audience to personal life experiences, 

children are exposed to the concept of someone leaving and never returning from a young age. 

Though millions of children have been exposed to this concept, however, their familiarity does 

not necessarily mean that these children have been taught or simply possess the emotional 

capability to deal with such trauma. Two such characters that cannot handle the trauma of a sick 

and dying parent are Conor O’Malley of Patrick Ness’s novel A Monster Calls and Barbara 

Thorson from Joe Kelly and J. M. Ken Niimura’s graphic novel I Kill Giants. Both pieces 

explore the children’s trauma and grief as they watch their mothers slowly and eventually die of 

cancer. When it comes to all people dealing with death, including children, the Kübler-Ross 

model is the most widely accepted way of showing how most people grieve. There are five 

stages: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. However, Conor and Barbara 

exhibit only a few of these stages rather than all five. Additionally, they exhibit a sixth stage of 

grief that is not only unexpressed in the initial five stages, but is unique to children: imagination. 

 In both A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness and I Kill Giants, written by Joe Kelly and illustrated 

by J. M. Ken Niimura, the lead characters deal with their trauma and grief through denial, anger 

through aggression, and acceptance as well as their imaginations.1  

II. Summaries of Stories and Establishment of Psychological Condition 

                                                 
1 Note: it is not actually possible to diagnose Conor and Barbara due to their fictitious state. All diagnoses and 
symptoms suggested are speculation that is supported with information from the original texts. 
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 Patrick Ness’s A Monster Calls follows Conor O’Malley, a British thirteen-year-old boy 

with problems that thirteen-year-olds should not have to deal with. He is mercilessly bullied by 

his schoolmates, particularly by Harry and his cronies, Anton and Sully. Conor lacks friends, 

especially after cutting off his best friend, Lily, for spilling a secret he felt she had no right to 

share; she told everyone at school that his mother has cancer. His mother’s illness is the primary 

conflict that drives Conor throughout the story. In his effort to deal with the weight of her 

sickness—especially as it becomes more obvious that his mother is growing worse and not 

better—he invents the monster. The monster, who never gives Conor an official name by which 

to call him, visits Conor multiple times throughout the novel. During three of his most notable 

visits to him, the monster tells the boy a story. These stories are the reason why the monster has 

come to see him; each of these three stories is meant to teach him that the world—especially the 

adult world—is more confusing, complicated, and tragic than he could have ever anticipated. 

Finally, the story ends with Conor telling his own story, in which he accepts his mother’s 

closeness to death. He is able to acknowledge that while he loves her and does not want her to 

die, he emotionally needs her to die to end his own suffering. His mother dies, and Conor comes 

one step closer to adulthood. 

 Author Joe Kelly and artist J. M. Ken Niimura together tell the story of Barbara Thorson 

in I Kill Giants. She is a sassy, smart, eleven-year-old American girl that refuses to be anything 

but herself. Barbara is very open with her classmates about the fact that she and she alone is 

capable of killing giants that pose a threat to her family and community. Using the weapon 

Covaleski—inspired by Norse mythology but named after a baseball player—she can defeat any 

giant that comes in her way. Almost as a means of juxtaposition, Barbara stores Covaleski in her 
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heart-shaped pocketbook,2 which she carries around everywhere. Unfortunately, not everyone 

around Barbara is as believing of her story as she seems to be. She is bullied by Taylor, a 

physically bigger girl, and her two sidekicks, who remain unnamed. Eventually, she is 

befriended by another classmate, Sophia, who is curious to learn more about Barbara's world; 

however, Barbara unintentionally pushes Sophia away after accidentally hitting her in a fight 

with Taylor. To help her cope with her issues, Mrs. Molle, the school psychologist, tries to work 

with Barbara to open up about what is going on at home; it is not revealed until near the end of 

the novel that her mother is dying of cancer. Barbara only accepts this after she confronts a 

titan—the worst of all the types of giants—and with that finds peace within herself, even though 

her mother’s illness does end her life.  

 There are many similarities between the lives of the two characters: they both have 

mothers that are dying—and by stories’ end do die—of cancer, and they are bullied by a leader 

with two others. Additionally, there is another aspect of their lives that they have in common: 

both characters are missing their fathers. Conor’s parents divorced when he was younger, and his 

father married another woman and now lives with her and their baby in the United States. “That 

had been six years ago,” the unidentified narrator explains, “so long now that Conor sometimes 

wouldn’t remember what it was like having a dad in the house” (Ness 27). Not only does he 

rarely see his father, but they also do not communicate frequently; the narrator implies that 

Conor’s father is supposed to call every two weeks, but he does not always meet that deadline. 

All that is ever said about Barbara’s father, on the other hand, is that he is “god-know’s where”3 

(Kelly np). He has been out of the picture for years, to the point where no one knows how or 

                                                 
2 According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, a pocketbook is defined as “a flat typically leather folding case for 
money or personal papers that can be carried in a pocket or handbag” (“Pocketbook”). 
3 Typically, it is considered correct to say “God knows where,” but this spelling it how it is presented in the original 
text. 
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where to locate him. Barbara nor anyone else in their family mentions him again for the rest of 

the story, signifying that he has not only disappeared, but that the Thorson family is not 

particularly concerned about finding him. 

Combined, these factors have taken a serious psychological toll on the children that they 

have affected. In her article “The Mind and Mental Health: How Stress Affects the Brain,” 

Rebecca Bernstein explains how stress, especially long-term stress, can affect the human brain. 

She says:  

 High levels of cortisol can wear down the brain’s ability to function properly. According  

 to several studies, chronic stress impairs brain function in multiple ways. It can disrupt  

 synapse regulation, resulting in the loss of sociability and the avoidance of interactions  

 with others. Stress can kill brain cells and even reduce the size of the brain. Chronic  

 stress has a shrinking effect on the prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain responsible for  

 memory and learning. 

The loss of a healthy social life is noticeable in both Conor and Barbara’s lives; throughout both 

of their respective stories, each child only has one friend to speak of. Yet, for the majority of 

their narratives, Conor and Barbara have—intentionally and unintentionally, respectively—

pushed their friends away. Not only that, but Conor and Barbara are still young; they have not 

fully learned how to interpret and deal with their emotions in psychologically healthy ways.  

Using these conditions as their psychological foundations, it is easier to see how and why Conor  

and Barbara react to their mothers’ illnesses in the ways in which they do. 
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III. Stage One: Denial  

 Before either character can accept the fates of their mothers, they first went through an 

intense stage of denial. In his online article, “15 Common Defense Mechanisms,” John M. 

Grahol defines denial as: 

the refusal to accept reality or fact, acting as if a painful event, thought or feeling did not  

 exist. It is considered one of the most primitive of the defense mechanisms because it is  

 characteristic of early childhood development. Many people use denial in their everyday  

 lives to avoid dealing with painful feelings or areas of their life they don’t wish to admit. 

In this sense, denial occurs when someone cannot emotionally accept hardship or trauma that has 

recently occurred or is currently happening.4 It should also be noted that denial is common in 

“early childhood development,” a stage in which Conor and Barbara have just recently left 

themselves (Grahol). Because of their emotional immaturity due to lack of life experience, denial 

is an automatic and somewhat comforting method of coping. Furthermore, because they are 

young and have not had to deal with such traumas before, they are handling their grief at their 

own paces. According to FamilyDoctor.org, which is supported by the American Academy of 

Family Physicians, “There is no set timetable for grief…The whole process can last anywhere 

from 6 months to 4 years” (“Grieving: Facing Illness, Death, and Other Losses”). Therefore, this 

stage can last for as little or as long as their brains need in before it can move on to the next stage 

of grief. However, when it comes to outwardly displaying this stage, Conor and Barbara manifest 

their inability to accept their situations in different ways.  

 Conor even has moments of denial far before his confrontation with the monster. After 

his mother receives her most recent treatment near the start of the novel, Conor notices that she is 

                                                 
4 This is not true of everyone who grieves; however, it does prove true for Conor and Barbara, as they are expressing 
their denial while their mothers are sick.  
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not recovering at the speed at which she normally does. Not only that, but her condition appears 

to be worse than it was before. He begins to worry, but before he allows himself to become too 

stressed, “He pushed the thoughts out of his head but they returned and he had to push them 

away again” (Ness 44). In this moment, Conor is actively denying his mother’s declining health 

even as they are staring him in the face. His mind is not yet ready to face the reality of his 

mother’s worsening condition, so rather than confront her status of her illness head on, he 

chooses to force himself to stifle such negative thoughts.  

Conor’s most obvious example of denial, though, is when he has a direct confrontation 

with the monster he has created. Near the end of the novel, Conor accosts the monster, asking it 

why it has not yet healed his mother as he believes it is supposed to do. The conversation goes as 

follows: 

I did not come to heal her, the monster said. I came to heal you. 

 “Me?” Conor said, stopping his squirming in the monster’s hand. “I don’t need healing.  

 My mum’s the one who’s…”  

 But he couldn’t say it. Even now he couldn’t say it. Even though they’d had the talk.  

 Even though he’d known it all along. Because of course he had, of course he did, no  

 matter how much he’d wanted to believe it wasn’t true, of course he knew. But still he  

 couldn’t say it. Couldn’t say that she was— (Ness 172).  

In this scene, the monster is trying to push Conor into admitting that his mother is dying. 

Although he knows the truth that lies behind this statement, he refuses to accept it. Conor has 

shoved his denial so deep down inside of him that, even when he subconsciously knows the truth 

about his mother’s condition, he cannot consciously acknowledge it. This demonstrates the 
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amount of emotional pain Conor is in; the thought of his mother dying is so heartbreaking that he 

cannot bear the thought of it. 

Barbara, on the other hand, is confronted with her truth by her school psychologist, Mrs. 

Molle. Throughout the graphic novel, Mrs. Molle is trying to persuade Barbara into opening up 

and expressing her emotions; it is her job to ensure that Barbara has all of the mental and 

emotional support that she needs. However, the conversation between the pair does not go nearly 

as well as Mrs. Molle planned. She begins to try and coax Barbara with a word association game 

but quickly realizes that it will not succeed; instead, she tries a more direct approach. She begins 

by comforting Barbara, saying: 

 “I’m your friend, Barbara. Not like Sophia...I’m a friend who you can talk to about your  

 problems. Things that make you angry…” 

 “Please let my hand go.” 

 “Things that you’re afraid of. Things that make you sad…” 

 ‘I have to go to the bathroom--’ 

 “Like what’s going on at home, maybe? With Karen and Dave and--your mother”5 

 [Pause. Mrs. Molle continues.]  

 “I think we need to talk about mom”(Kelly np).  

Not only is she in an extreme state of denial, but she is forcibly blocking out bits of conversation 

that she does not want herself—or the audience—to hear or see. Even on the page itself, once 

Mrs. Molle says, “I think we need to talk about mom,” Barbara’s eyes shrink and she appears to 

be in a state of shock. Behind these redacted sections there are words, words that the audience 

can assume reveal what is truly going on in Barbara’s home and where her mother is, words that 

                                                 
5 Note: what words are behind the blocks are never revealed to the audience; therefore, any and all words found 
behind the blocks belong to the author of this paper and no not necessarily reflect the ideas of Joe Kelly. 
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Barbara is so desperate not to acknowledge that they are scribbled out. Her denial overrides even 

the truth, so those words remain a mystery to the reader. This incident is the only demonstration 

of metatheatricality in the graphic novel; only with these black boxes does Barbara override the 

storyteller and edit out pieces that she does not want to see. Clearly, she is in such denial about 

her situation that she does not even want the audience to know what is happening until she is 

ready for them to know. Furthermore, these edits show that Barbara has more authority over her 

story than the audience was originally led to believe, meaning that Barbara’s story could have 

elements of bias.   

Additionally, there are multiple elements of denial besides the black boxes that are 

occurring in this tense scene between Barbara and Mrs. Molle. Barbara, as if anticipating what 

Mrs. Molle is going to try and discuss with her, is constantly trying to verbally stop what is 

happening. She interrupts Mrs. Molle multiple times to demonstrate her wish for Mrs. Molle to 

be silent, but she also makes excuses as well. Barbara is trying to escape this deeply 

uncomfortable situation by physically removing herself from it; this shows that she, like Conor, 

is not emotionally prepared to face the emotional ramifications of confronting her home 

situation. 

IV. Stage Two: Anger through Aggression  

Unlike Barbara, Conor does not try to scribble out his reality; he does, however, perform 

acts of aggression—which is a form of the second stage of grief, anger—to try and cope with his 

situation. In the cases of both Conor and Barbara, aggression is most accurately defined as 

“hostile, injurious, or destructive behavior or outlook especially when caused by frustration” 

(“Aggression”). With Conor, though, there are multiple instances in which his violent tendencies 

come to light. Throughout the novel, Conor does express combative thoughts; for example, at 
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one point he becomes so angry with his only friend, Lily, that “he felt as if he could grab hold of 

the very air and twist it around Lily and rip her right in two” (Ness 67). These moments of 

mental aggression, though not shown to other characters, are shown to the audience. Not only 

does expressing these thoughts give the audience a further understanding of where Conor is 

mentally, but they also serve as a warning sign that Conor is not psychologically okay. However, 

the physical manifestations of his anger are more noteworthy due to their excessiveness, like 

when he destroys his grandmother’s sitting room. 

 In this scene, the monster appears and tells Conor a story in which he tore a man’s house 

apart. While telling the story, he encourages Conor to help him destroy the house; however, once 

Conor snaps out of his daydream, he realizes he is destroying not a stranger’s house, but his 

grandmother’s sitting room. Ness describes Conor’s wildness: 

He was yelling as he did it, so loud he couldn’t hear himself think, disappearing into a  

 frenzy of destruction, just mindlessly smashing and smashing and smashing. The monster  

 was right. It was very satisfying. Conor screamed until he was hoarse, smashed until his  

 arms were sore, roared until he was nearly falling down with exhaustion (111). 

Not only does Conor participate in such a ferocious demolition of his grandmother’s space, he 

also did so to the point of physically over-exerting himself. This shows both his pent-up 

emotions and his willingness to act out his anger in such an unhealthy way. He has every reason 

to be full of strong, intense emotions, as he is struggling not only with his mother’s illness but 

also with the general problems that come with growing up, such as friendship—or in his case, 

lack thereof—and trying to discover who he wants to be. However, he is old enough to 

understand that damaging others’ property is wrong, and for that his actions are atrocious and 

immature.  
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Part of the reason why Conor is so destructive is because he is stressed. Conor is staying 

with his grandmother for a few days while his mother is being treated in the hospital. The pair 

already have a strained relationship—Conor “didn’t like the way she talked to him, like he was 

an employee under evaluation. An evaluation he was going to fail”—so the tension he felt with 

his grandmother combined with the stress of his mother’s hospitalization led him to destroy his 

grandmother’s sitting room (Ness 16). The sitting room was full of antiques and family 

heirlooms, and Conor’s grandmother was very clear about the room’s intentions; it should be 

used only for adult to have important conversations, nothing more, nothing less. One of the focal 

points of the room is a grandfather clock that has been in their family for generations; the item 

holds a lot of sentimental value for Conor’s grandmother. Yet, even the clock is ruined by 

Conor’s actions.  

Though Conor’s anger often manifests itself in the destruction of inanimate objects, he 

takes his anger out on humans as well. Conor is constantly bullied by Harry and his sidekicks, 

Anton and Sully. One day, Harry decides to begin the cruelest torment he had yet to take against 

Conor; he chooses to start ignoring Conor completely. During that time in Conor’s life, he just 

wanted to be treated like any other thirteen-year-old, but by having the last person to 

acknowledge him—even though he was a bully—deciding to ignore him was the final straw for 

Conor. For Harry to “see” him again, the monster encourages Conor to make himself unable to 

be ignored through use of physical violence. As a result, he fights Harry; well, more accurately, 

he brutalizes the young boy. Ness explains Conor’s passion for this merciless mauling:  

 Conor had felt what the monster was doing to Harry, felt it in his own hands. When the  

 monster gripped Harry’s shirt, Conor felt the material against his own palms. When the  
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 monster struck a blow, Conor felt the sting of it in his own fist. When the monster held  

 Harry’s arm behind his back, Conor had felt Harry’s muscles resisting (154). 

When the one-sided fight initially happens, Conor believes that the violence is all the monster’s 

doing. However, once he is confronted with his headmistress and his own memory, he soon 

realizes that he was, in fact, the one to brawl with Harry. The headmistress recounts the damage 

Conor has inflicted on Harry’s body, telling Conor that “You broke his arm, his nose, and I’ll bet 

his teeth are never going to look that pretty again” (Ness 153). Conor practically mutilated 

another student because he was unable to deal with his anger. Because of Conor’s actions, Harry 

will never be quite the same as he was; Conor inflicted permanent damage on Harry’s body 

rather than try to deal with his emotions in a more productive way.  

  Barbara’s inner monologue was not expressed to the audience like Conor’s was, and 

although she is normally not as strong as the people she fights, she was still able to inflict some 

degree of damage. After Mrs. Molle attempts to discuss her home life with her, Barbara becomes 

so upset that she slaps Mrs. Molle across the face. Barbara’s older sister and guardian, Karen, 

confronts her about the incident, which sparks another moment of denial for Barbara: 

 “You hit a freaking teacher?!? Are you completely mental?” 

 “...I’d never hit a teacher. They don’t get paid enough for that nonsense. She’s a  

 psychologist.” 

 … 

 “I can not deal with you going psycho, Barbara, while upstairs, our—mother us 

 dying of cancer” (Kelly np).6 

Barbara’s blasé attitude about her committing assault against an employee of her school implies 

that she is not affected by her acts of violence. In her eyes, the injury is justified; Mrs. Molle was 

                                                 
6 Again, typically it would be “cannot” and not “can not,” but the sentence reflects the original text. 
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making her uncomfortable and Barbara believed that hitting her was the only way to stop her. 

However, this line of thinking is both highly flawed and indicates a much more broken psyche. 

She never truly communicates her feelings of discomfort with Mrs. Molle; rather, she makes 

excuses to try and leave but immediately resorts to physical force when she does not succeed. 

This shows how easily she can be aggressive with others.   

 Barbara is also aggressive toward her school bully, Taylor. The two fight multiple times 

during the graphic novel, but one of the most pivotal fights occurs after both girls get into trouble 

for fighting in school. Taylor confronts Barbara away from school grounds, and the two begin to 

have yet another physical altercation. However, once Taylor tries to steal Barbara’s precious 

Covaleski, Barbara’s aggression spikes even higher. Barbara gains the upper hand in their fight, 

and as she is beating Taylor, she says, “N-never touch m-my--nngh!” (Kelly np). The piece of 

onomatopoeia is Barbara’s grunt of effort, but the rest of the sentence shows her defensiveness of 

Covaleski. To her, Covaleski is so important that she is willing to hurt someone in order to make 

sure her privacy—the pocketbook’s contents—are not violated, especially by her school bully. 

Barbara is so violent that Taylor, who is physically much bigger than Barbara, begs her to stop. 

A hand grabs Barbara’s shoulder and also tells her to stop, but she instinctively turns and 

punches the person who touched her square in the face. That person turns out to be Sophia, her 

only friend, and she runs off. Barbara tries to apologize, but the damage is already done. This 

scene demonstrates how Barbara was blinded by her fury and rage to the point where she 

attacked a friend without even realizing it. She is also able to defeat an enemy that is about twice 

her size, a feat that should be close to impossible for someone as small, young, and 

inexperienced with fighting as Barbara most likely is. Though there is a chance that she was 
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fueled by her adrenaline, it still would have been difficult for her to physically overpower 

Taylor. Her anger must have been powerful for her to succeed in such an endeavor.  

 Finally, there is the scene in which she encounters the titan. In Barbara’s universe, titans 

are the most difficult type of giant to kill. Barbara herself describes them as having “Hearts of 

the blackest opal. A laugh that can boil your blood in your body. Eyes that make the sun go out” 

(Kelly np). This description is both vivid and dark, which implies her sense of creativity. It 

shows how truly evil the titans are; they are so awful that their mere presence possesses the 

ability to extinguish the sun, a feat that is physically impossible to accomplish. These monsters 

are so ferocious that Barbara explains that is nearly impossible to kill one. With the help of 

Covaleski, though, Barbara is able to kill the giant. While this success is significant in that it 

helps raise Barbara’s self-esteem, its downfall lies in its amount of violence. Though in 

Barbara’s world, the only way to dispose of a titan is by killing it, it is still a very violent act. 

Barbara is not negatively emotionally affected by the thought of killing a giant, but most eleven-

year-old girls would be horrified to commit such a task. By demonstrating her willingness to 

commit murder—although it is for the valiant reason of protecting her town and those she 

loves—she is also expressing her willingness to commit an act of violence. 

V. Stages Three and Four: Bargaining and Depression7 

 Bargaining and depression, while valuable elements of the grieving process, do not apply 

to Conor or Barbara. However, it is important to understand what both of these terms mean, 

especially in the context of the grieving process. Alexis Aigler, author of the article “The 

Bargaining Stage of Grief,” explains how people may possibly feel during the bargaining stage. 

She writes: 

                                                 
7 These stages are combined because they do not impact the characters in the ways that the other stages do. 
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 In the bargaining stage you may find yourself intensely focused on what you or others  

 could have done differently in order to prevent the loss or change. You may also think  

 about all the things that could have been and how wonderful life would have been if not  

 for this unpleasant situation. While these thoughts may help you begin to accept the loss  

 or change by revealing the impact of the situation…these feelings can also lead to  

 remorse and guilt that interfere with healing. 

Essentially, when one is in the bargaining stage, they are wishing that what they are experiencing 

was not happening to them. They are frustrated with their situation and wish that there was 

something they could do to change it. However, this stage does not manifest itself in the 

behaviors of Conor and Barbara, as there is no moment in either story in which they bargain for 

their mothers’ situations to be changed. Of course the wish for their mothers to be healed from 

their illnesses, but they do not truly attempt to remedy it themselves.   

 Depression, on the other hand, is a more emotionally intense stage to experience. It is the 

stage in which the reality of the situation has fully set in and when the emotions attached to the 

situation finally hit the affected person. Depression is characterized by a deep sadness that is 

hard to free oneself of. However, as the article “The 5 Stages of Grief” explains that the 

depression stage is normal. The article defines depression as: 

 This depressive stage feels as though it will last forever…Depression after a loss is too  

 often seen as unnatural: a state to be fixed, something to snap out of…The loss of a loved  

 one is a very depressing situation, and depression is a normal and appropriate response. 

 To not experience depression after a loved one dies would be unusual. When a loss fully  

 settles in your soul, the realization that your loved one didn’t get better this time and is  

 not coming back is understandably depressing. 
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Though Conor and Barbara are sad at their mothers’ conditions and eventual deaths, there are no 

signs that they felt depressed about it. They felt sadness at their loss, but it was not so extreme as 

to be considered depression. This is significant because although the two are not fully 

emotionally well-adjusted, they are still able to bypass the depression stage and launch 

themselves straight into the acceptance stage.  

VI. Stage Five: Acceptance 

 Acceptance is the final stage of the official Kübler-Ross model. Grief.com explains that 

although many people believe that acceptance is emotionally feeling comfortable with the events 

that have transpired, this is not accurate. It explains: 

 Acceptance is often confused with the notion of being “all right” or “OK” with what has  

 happened. This is not the case. Most people don’t ever feel OK or all right about the loss  

 of a loved one. This stage is about accepting the reality that our loved one is physically  

 gone and recognizing that this new reality is the permanent reality. We will never like  

this reality or make it OK, but eventually we accept it. We learn to live with it. It is the   

new norm with which we must learn to live (“The Five Stages of Grief”). 

It is not possible to gauge exactly how Conor and Barbara feel after losing their mothers; 

however, based on their reactions to their mother’s deaths, they are more accepting than 

anything. 

 Conor is able to spend his mother’s last few minutes with her. As she is nearing the end 

of her life, Ness writes that “Conor held tightly onto his mother. And by doing so, he could 

finally let her go” (205). These sentences end the novel. By being able to “let her go,” Conor is 

not happy or satisfied with the fact that his mother is about to die; he is, however, accepting that 

her death is something that he cannot control. He has also accepted his feelings about his 
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mother’s illness. For the majority of the novel, Conor is unable to admit to himself that he wants 

the suffering—both his and his mother’s—to end. However, it is not until the monster places 

them inside of the nightmare that Conor refuses to acknowledge that he is finally able to confess 

the truth to both the monster and himself. He feels immensely guilty for essentially admitting 

that his mother dying would be easier than dealing with his mother’s suffering for another day. 

Yet, confessing these feelings lifted a weight from Conor’s shoulders. By admitting his feelings, 

he was able to move one step closer to acceptance. When he was confronted with his mother’s 

passing, he was able to be fully present in the moment without any guilt or regret over how he 

feels. 

 Barbara too has been able to accept her mother’s fate. At her mother’s funeral, she and 

Mrs. Molle has another conversation, but this one goes very differently than the one that was 

previously mentioned. It goes as follows, with Mrs. Molle initiating the conversation: 

 “You holding up all right?” 

 “Yeah. For real…I’m not going to slap anyone. I’m sad...really really sad…but we knew.  

 It was coming, and…we enjoyed the time we had. You did a lot for me. Thank you. Mom  

 thanks you too” (Kelly np). 

In this scene, Barbara addresses both how she feels and the reality of her situation. She is “really 

really sad,” which is an understandable reaction to losing one’s mother at such a young age. 

However, what is most notable about this passage is both her appreciation for Mrs. Molle’s 

efforts in helping her and the fact that there was nothing Barbara could do to stop her mother 

from dying, no matter how hard she tried. Barbara only speaks a few sentences here, but they 

communicate so much. She has grown significantly; what once was a girl who used her passion 

for giants as a way to separate herself from her reality is now a girl who—although she still 
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believes in giants—has the emotional maturity to address her mother’s situation and can admit 

that everyone did the best they could with it. Barbara’s acceptance of her mother’s death in this 

scene shows her development as a character as well as a positive indication of how she will 

handle future tragedies.    

VII. Stage Six: Imagination 

 Both A Monster Calls and I Kill Giants include an additional stage of grief, which is not 

included in the Kübler-Ross model. Conor and Barbara, in order to deal with their situations, 

utilize a part of their brains that is unique to their ages: imagination. According to Merriam-

Webster, imagination can be defined as “the act or power of forming a mental image of 

something not present to the senses or never before wholly perceived in reality” (“Imagination”). 

Both children create their own realities, which are the focal point of their respective stories. 

Patrick Ness and Joe Kelly frame Conor and Barbara’s narratives around these imagined worlds, 

and only by the stories’ ends do the audiences realize that they are using these worlds as a way to 

escape and cope with their true realities. Conor and Barbara are each dealing with the impending 

loss of a parent, which is a painful experience. This is especially true in Conor and Barbara’s 

cases, given that their mothers were their primary caretakers prior to their illnesses. Through 

Conor’s invention of the monster and Barbara’s fantastical world of giants, the children use 

imagination to interpret and revisualize their reality, whether they consciously realize it or not.  

 Conor’s monster is, at first glance, a horrible beast. The monster’s description contributes 

to an image of a creature that is both natural and foreboding. It is made of trees, giving it its 

natural component, but through Conor’s creation of its enormity does it seem more terrifying 

than it truly is. The monster is first introduced and described as if it were going to hurt him. The 

text says: 
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 As Conor watched, the uppermost branches of the tree gathered themselves into a great  

 and terrible face, shimming into a mouth and nose and even eyes, peering back at him.  

 Other branches twisted around one another, always creaking, always groaning, until they  

 formed two long arms and a second leg to set down beside the main trunk. The rest of the  

 tree gathered itself into a spine and then a torso, the thin, needle-like leaves weaving  

 together to make a green, furry skin that moved and breathed as if there were muscles and  

 lungs underneath. Already taller than Conor’s window, the monster grew wider as it  

 brought itself together, filling out to a powerful shape, one that looked somehow strong,  

 somehow mighty. It stared at Conor the whole time, and he could hear the loud, windy  

 breathing from its mouth (Ness 4-5). 

Phrases such as “a great and terrible face” make the monster seem as if it exists only to hurt 

Conor rather than to help him (Ness 4). However, this is Conor’s first encounter with his 

creation; as his mind has not allowed him to realize what he has created, so this experience, to 

some extent, is terrifying for him. His mind has created a monster that has “a head and teeth that 

could chomp him down in one bite,” an image that would be horrifying for anyone to confront 

(Ness 31). Despite these descriptions, Conor is not afraid of the monster; his subconscious mind 

is hinting that he should not be afraid of what he himself has created. Furthermore, as Conor 

explores his relationship with his monster, he soon realizes the monster’s intentions, which 

decreases the monster’s intimidating image even further. Making the monster seem scary is a 

way to throw the audience off of the true story’s scent; it it mean to distract them so they do not 

so quickly realize that Conor is coming up with the monster and their interactions all within the 

safety of his own mind.   

 Barbara creates not just one monster, but an entire horde of them. Though her world is 
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based on extensive “research” from the books she has accumulated on the subject, it is still not a 

part of her true reality. For Barbara, there are multiple types of giants: swamp giants, frost giants, 

and mountain giants are just a few. However, the worst type of giant of them all is the titan, 

which is the one she fights by story’s end. Barbara never describes what a titan truly looks like, 

J.M. Ken Niimura provides multiple drawings. The titan is tall, seemingly unintelligent due to its 

lack of proper speech, and has horns. It is obvious that the titan is a manifestation of the cancer 

that plagues Barbara’s mother when she screams at the titan, saying, “You will not take her!! Do 

you hear me!? You will not take my mother” (Kelly np). Normally this scene would imply that 

the titan has kidnapped her mother somehow, but the truth is quite the opposite: her mother is 

safely inside of their home, most likely unaware that Barbara’s confrontation with the beast is 

happening. Because she sees the titan to some extent as her mother’s cancer, by defeating it, 

Barbara believes that she can help to heal her mother. She does not want the cancer to take her 

mother away from her, so she fights as hard as she can to prevent that from occurring. To do this, 

she creates a beast that she sees as horrible that she can pin the cancer on. Additionally, this 

scenario gives Barbara something that her mother’s illness cannot: power. Her research and skill 

has enabled her to learn about her enemy and therefore helps her to drive the titan away; she 

cannot do the same with cancer.  

 Though Barbara does succeed in her endeavor and the titan is defeated, her mother’s life 

still ends. This helps Barbara to realize that in truth, defeating the titan was not a way of 

expelling the cancer, like she believed, but was a method of coping. She was able to channel all 

of her pent-up anger and aggression on a monster she thought was going to destroy everything 

she loved; by vanquishing it, she was able to prove herself. Not only was this event indicative of 

her ability to take care of herself, it also proves her physical, emotional, and mental strength. To 
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be brave enough to challenge a monster at eleven years old—and succeed to boot—is a feat that 

most other children her age would never have dared dream to do. Accomplishing this task gave 

Barbara a reason to believe that she could achieve anything she set out to do...after all, there is 

not much in the world that is more difficult than defeating a titan. 

VIII. Conclusion 

 Throughout Patrick Ness's A Monster Calls and author Joe Kelly and artist J.M. Ken 

Niimura's I Kill Giants, two children, Conor and Barabara, respectively, learn to deal with grief. 

Both adolescents have very similar lives, from bullying to mothers dying of cancer to absent 

fathers. Yet, the similarities do not end there; for the most part, they use the Kübler-Ross model 

that documents the five stages of grief: denial, anger through aggression, bargaining, depression, 

and acceptance. Denial is employed when Conor and Barbara verbally—or in Barbara's case, 

both verbally and physically—push those away that try and have them acknowledge their 

situations; fighting with other students, destruction, and general aggression are how they deal 

with anger; bargaining and depression are not used by either Conor or Barbara as a way to cope 

with their grief; and finally, both learn to accept the situations they have found themselves in, 

and through that, emotionally grow. However, despite their partial adherence to these stages, 

Conor and Barbara experience a new stage of grieving in order to cope with their mothers’ 

illnesses: imagination. Using this new stage, Conor and Barbara are able to understand as well as 

heal from the eventual loss of their mothers. Using denial, anger, and acceptance as well as their 

imaginations, Conor and Barbara are able to deal with their trauma and grief in both A Monster 

Calls by Patrick Ness and I Kill Giants, written by Joe Kelly and illustrated by J. M. Ken 

Niimura. 
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Elizabeth Holland 
Snow White to Frozen: 

The Evolution of Gender in Disney Characters 

 

The Golden Age (1937-1942) 
 

[1937] 
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 

 
“Prince 17.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2012, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Snow_White. 

 

 
“Snow-white-disneyscreencaps.com-6725.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Snow_White. 

 
 

Snow White 
Snow White, as the first Disney princess, set the precedent of what it means to be a Disney 
princess. She is so beautiful that her beauty is a main driving force of the story, as also seen with 
later princesses. She also is very good at domestic work. In the castle, she has "womanly chores," 
such as drawing water from the well and washing the steps. After running away, she again is 
doing housework for the dwarfs that she lives with. Snow White also starts the trend of being a 
"damsel in distress." She first must be saved from the hunter, by the hunter himself no less, and 
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then saved by her prince after falling into the Evil Queen's trap. She shows no signs of being able 
to take care of herself and spends most.  

 

 
“Prince 12.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2012, disney.wikia.com/wiki/The_Prince. 

 
The Prince 

The Prince from Snow White shows very little in the manner of personality and establishing 
characteristics of a Disney prince. Even though he is Snow White's love interest, the Prince only 
shows up in two scenes throughout the entire movie: at the wishing well and when he wakes 
Snow White with a kiss. As the first Disney prince, it seems the only characteristics that is 
required is to be a prince, to be enamored by the princess's beauty, and to save the princess from 
the threat. Outside of those qualities, the Prince has no real personality in the film (or even a 
name). 

 

The Silver Age (1950-1967) 
 

[1950] 
Cinderella 

 
“Cinderella4.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., June 2018, disney.wikia.com/wiki/The_Grand_Duke. 
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“Cinderella-disneyscreencaps.com-5422.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Cinderella_(character). 

 
Cinderella 

Cinderella begins the Silver Age for Disney princesses. She still shares some similarities of the 
original princess standards set by Snow White. For instance, her beauty is still an important 
detail in the storyline because it gets Prince Charming to fall in love with her at the ball. In 
addition, Cinderella is like Snow White in that she is still doing domestic housework, like 
cooking and cleaning for her stepmother and stepsisters. While Cinderella does have a kind 
relationship with animals like Snow White, Cinderella develops more of a relationship with 
them. Cinderella's interaction with her animal friends throughout the film develops more of her 
personality. While Snow White interacts with animals a few times, Cinderella spends a lot of 
time with them while doing her chores. She saves the mice from her stepmother's cat, Lucifer, 
and in turn, they help her with her dress. While animals do seem to be drawn to Snow White, it is 
clear that relationship Cinderella develops with her animals is because she takes the time to care 
about them as true friends. This extra development in her personality marks the continual change 
in how each princess represents what it means to be a princess. 

 

 
“Cinderella-disneyscreencaps com-6140.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., April 2012, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Prince_Charming, 
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Prince Charming 
Prince Charming from Cinderella is little improvement from the Prince in Snow White. As in 
Snow White, Cinderella’s Prince Charming is nameless in the original film. However, he does 
have a bit more character development. Though he still has only two appearances in the film, we 
learn from his father that he has been "avoiding his princely duties" and refusing to marry 
because he is not in love. This goes directly against his father, who is shown being very upset 
about his son's stubbornness. This rebellion against his father is what sets Prince Charming apart 
from the Prince in Snow White. 

 
[1959] 

Sleeping Beauty 

 
“14dvd600.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., June 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Prince_Phillip. 

 

 
“Sleeping-beauty-disneyscreencaps.com-1992.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Aurora. 

 
Aurora 

Aurora is similar to her two predecessors. She is marveled out for her beauty, though she was 
blessed by a fairy, and she does have a kind relationship with her woodland animals. However, 
Aurora's most significant strait seems to be that she's sheltered and naive. After she is cursed as 
an infant, she is hidden away from the world until her sixteenth birthday. As soon as she returns 
to the castle, she is fooled by Maleficent into pricking her finger on the spinning wheel and 
fulfilling her prophesied curse. She then has to be rescued from her death-like slumber by her 
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true love. While this story is rather simple and sweet, Aurora does not have much in the way of 
personality or defining characteristics. Aurora actually takes a step back from Cinderella in terms 
of being developed as a person. 

 
 

 
“Prince Phillip.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., January 2012, sleepingbeauty.wikia.com/wiki/Prince_Phillip. 

 
Phillip 

While Aurora is a step backwards for Disney princesses, Prince Phillip is a much bigger 
improvement in character development than Prince Charming. While both the Prince and Prince 
Charming only appear in two scenes, Phillip is seen in multiple moments throughout the movie, 
especially after Aurora is put to sleep. He is given a lot more screen time and therefore, has a 
better developed personality. Phillip still portrays a princely demeanor with such male-gender 
specific characteristics of the time, such as being brave, strong, faithful, and handsome. 
However, he goes a little beyond that to having a kind of sassy and persuasive personality. When 
fighting with his father about marrying the "peasant girl in the woods" rather than his betrothed, 
Phillip tells his father “You're living in the past. This is the 14th century!” Rather than giving in 
to his father's wishes, he teases him about being old fashioned and then goes on to trick him into 
agreeing with him and, then, he rides off before the king can protest what happened. 

 
Characteristics in the Golden Age and Silver Age 

In the Golden and Silver Ages, there are very small changes in defining characteristics in each 
movie. This is particularly true of the princes, since both the Prince and Prince Charming have 
very little screen time and no name. The main characteristics of the princesses in these eras 
follow stereotypical gender behaviors, such as housekeeping and nurturing (Stover 2). In the 
same fashion, the princes’ characteristics are stereotypically male attributes, such as bravery and 
heroism. In the beginning, princess films, like Snow White, featured a “female protagonist who 
fit the domestic expectations of pre-World War II women, and appealed to Depression-era 
escapism” (Stover 2). However, the small changes Disney made to the gender portrayals over 
these three films were not enough to keep up with trends. Though there are differences in 
character portrayal, the gender stereotypes are just as persistent in Sleeping Beauty as they were 
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in Snow White. This greatly contributed to the “film’s critical and popular failure [that] suggests 
that these new filmgoers found the rigidly defined gender roles of Disney princesses less 
desirable and irrelevant to their experiences” (Stover 3). The lack of changing traditional gender 
roles to modern ones in these Disney eras resulted in a thirty-year break from the Disney 
princesses. 

 

The Disney Renaissance (1989-1999) 
 

[1989] 
The Little Mermaid 

 
“Happy ending.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/King_Triton%27s_Daughters. 

 

 
“Little_mermaid_movie_disney_lin_manuel_miranda.”Disney’s The Little Mermaid Eyes Rob Marshall For Director, Den of Geek., December 

2017, denofgeek.com/us/movies/the-little-mermaid/257849/disneys-the-little-mermaid-eyes-rob-marshall-for-director 
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Ariel 
While there is some rebellious nature in the Silver Age, it is mainly done in the name of love. In 
The Little Mermaid, Ariel is different in her rebelliousness because it is based on her curiosity 
when it comes to all things in the human world. She actively pursues these interests even against 
her father's wishes. Rather than having her main characteristics be stereotypical gender attributes, 
Ariel's personality is based mainly out of her curious and rebellious nature. While this film is still 
primarily a love story between Ariel and Eric, there is an a subplot of Ariel following her 
passions that is introduced. This significantly changes the standard gender portrayal going into 
the Disney Renaissance Era. Instead of simply the standard female stereotype that is portrayed in 
the Golden and Silver Eras, Ariel keeps some of the stereotypical characteristics, like beauty and 
kindness, while also adding in new ones to give her much more personality, such as curiosity and 
rebelliousness. 

 

 
“Mermaid-1080-disneyscreencaps.com-2334.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., August 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Prince_Eric. 

 
Eric 

Because he has more personality and screen time than earlier princes, Eric is a major game 
changer for the portrayal of males in these Disney films. While earlier princes stuck to the same 
"princely" characteristics, Eric rejects his princely title in favor of his passion. Though Prince 
Charming does have some rejection of his "princely duties" as stated by his father, this largely 
revolves around getting married. In contrast, Eric rejects his title by not engaging in activities 
that are fitting of his status. Instead, Eric focuses on what he loves, which is sailing, and balks at 
the high society part of his life, just like he balked at the princely statue as his birthday gift. 
While Eric continues certain gender attributes of previous princes, such as bravery, his main 
characteristics are his adventurous nature and his down to earth personality. 

 
[1991] 

Beauty and the Beast 
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“Beauty-and-the-beast-disneyscreencaps.com-5197.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., June 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Belle. 

 

 
“Beauty-and-the-beast-disneyscreencaps.com-356.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2018, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Belle. 

 
Belle 

Belle follows in Ariel's footsteps in the sense that they both are full of passion. While Ariel's 
passion is the human world, Belle's is her books. While her love of reading alienates her from the 
rest of the village, she continues to rebel against her society's expectations and continues to feed 
her passion. One of Belle's characteristics that fits in best with the formerly discussed princesses 
is her selflessness. Not only is Belle a kind soul, but she is willing to sacrifice her freedom her 
that of her fathers and essentially gave her life for his. She recognized that if her father stayed 
locked up, he would get so sick that he would die. Instead of letting that happen and in spite of 
his protests, Belle switched places with him to live what she thought would be a life of a 
prisoner. On the other hand, Belle is distinct from the previous princesses with her stubbornness. 
She is especially stubborn in her initial dealings with Beast. Though they fall in love later, this is 
not a “love at first” sight situation like all of the other princesses. Instead, Belle refuses to 
cooperate with Beast while he is still treating her poorly. Though she agrees to be his prisoner 
forever, she does not listen to his threats and anger. This really sets Belle and Beast's relationship 
far apart from any princess film before them. 
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“Beauty-and-the-beast-disneyscreencaps.com-7457.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., September 2015, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Belle. 

 
Beast 

Beast is entirely different from any of the princes before him. Because of his unique situation 
with being cursed, Beast is not simply there to fall in love with the princess and live happily ever 
after. Throughout the film, we see Beast go through a transformation. While this process is 
mostly due to the love that grows between him and Belle, Beast is also learning to come to terms 
with who he is and be a better person. In the beginning of the film, Beast has some major anger 
issues and has isolated himself from society because of his cursed appearance. However, as he is 
learning what it is to be human again, Beast embraces his childlike wonder. Belle helps him see 
the beauty in the world with a new hope. While this film does follow the typical Disney trope of 
a prince saving the princess, Beauty and the Beast is unique in that Belle also saves Beast from 
himself.  

 
[1992] 

Aladdin 

 
“Aladdin-disneyscreencaps.com-6855.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Aladdin_(character). 
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“Aladdin-disneyscreencaps.com-1510.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Jasmine. 

 
Jasmine 

Jasmine is well known for being stubborn and independent. She famously tells Aladdin and her 
father that "I am not a prize to be won." Jasmine combines some of the characteristics in the 
Silver Age with those of the Disney Renaissance. While she is stubborn and independent, like all 
the Disney Renaissance princesses, she is also sheltered and trapped, like Cinderella and 
Sleeping Beauty. While Ariel and Belle could go out and follow their passions, Jasmine is kept 
locked up in the palace. Jasmine's main wish in the film is to be free. Originally she wants to be 
free to leave the palace, but after meeting Aladdin, she wishes to be free to marry whoever she 
wants.  

 

 
“Aladdin-disneyscreencaps.com-3602.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Aladdin_(character). 
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Aladdin 

Aladdin's film is unique in the Disney princess franchise simply because Aladdin is the main 
character rather than Jasmine. In all other princess films, the females are the focus of the story. 
However, this means that Aladdin has a lot more in terms of personality shown on screen than 
other princes. The first thing to note about Aladdin is he is the first non-royal so far to become a 
Disney prince. This actually continues onto the rest of the films, with only a few born royals 
holding the Disney prince status. Because Aladdin is just a “street rat”, he is also very self-
conscious about himself. In fact, the main reason that Jasmine is upset with him the first time that 
she meets "Prince Ali" is because he is pretending to be good enough for her. After meeting her in 
the marketplace, Aladdin is in love but believes that Jasmine must marry a prince. This is not only 
because of the law, but also because Aladdin believes she is worthy of only a prince. In his mind, 
he could never be worthy of her because he is only a commoner. The transformation that Aladdin 
must go through is accepting that he does not have to magically transform himself into a prince 
for Jasmine to love, but that he is worthy of love the way that he is. 

 
[1995] 

Pocahontas 

 
“Pocahontas-disneyscreencaps.com-3600.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., April 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Pocahontas_(character). 
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“Pocahontas-disneyscreencaps.com-1536.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Pocahontas_(character). 

Pocahontas 
Pocahontas is a great combination of some of the characteristics that have defined the Disney 
Renaissance. Like most of the princesses in this era, she is very strong-willed and argues against her 
father's choice in who she should marry. Also, like other princesses, Pocahontas is very curious. 
This is especially true when John Smith firsts arrives to the New World and Pocahontas intently 
watches him. Unlike other princesses, Pocahontas is obviously very in tuned with nature, especially 
being a Native American. This is a key part of her personality and culture. Though Jasmine is the 
first non-white princess, Pocahontas is the first one to really intertwine her culture with herself and 
the plot. This really redefines what being a Disney princess can mean, as she not of royal status by 
the English standards nor does she marry into royalty. This really makes her personality, as well as 
being the chief's daughter, define her princess status. 

 

 
“John Smith 17.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2012, disney.wikia.com/wiki/John_Smith. 

 
John Smith 

John Smith has many of the same qualities that the previous Disney princes have, such as bravery, 
adventitious, an kindness. However, his character arc is different. When John Smith first arrives 
to the New World, he portrays a lot of stereotypical male traits. He is brave, looking for 
adventure, and ready to kill any "savages" he comes across. While other princes are portrayed as 
brave and adventurous, John Smith is the only one that we know has killed people. John Smith is 
even know among the other sailors for "killing Indians" and refers to it as “fun.” This would not 
seem to fit within a Disney prince's character. However, the film fulfills a recurring theme in the 
Disney Renaissance: the princess saving or teaching the prince. As John Smith learns from 
Pocahontas how to respect nature and all beings, he moves away from the killer he is in the 
beginning of the movie and even throws himself in front of Chief Powhatan to protect him from 
getting shot. 

 
 

[1998] 
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Mulan 

 
“Mulan-disneyscreencaps.com-4832.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., July 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Fa_Mulan. 

 

 
“Mulan-disneyscreencaps.com-1528.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., January 2012, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Fa_Mulan. 

 
Mulan 

Mulan is an especially unique princess because, she is not actually a princess. Mulan is a warrior. 
While she starts off the movie as a very feminine person, it is clear that she cannot fulfill the 
expectations of a woman in her society. Instead, she tries to save her father by going to war in his 
place. Despite knowing that she could be put to death if she is discovered, she risks her life for 
her father's (much like Belle). In doing so, she shows some traits that have a part of the princes 
characteristics, such as courage. While Mulan has a hand in saving China, she is really the brains 
behind it and proves herself as a warrior despite being a woman. Mulan fighting for her family 
and country is a much different storyline than the rest of the princesses so far. While all of them 
had love as the main plot and other issues as subplots, Mulan hardly focuses on the love subplot 
at all. In fact, Mulan and Shang's romantic relationship does not come into play until two-thirds 
into the movie when Mulan is revealed to be a woman. This makes Shang and Mulan's 
relationship much different than those who fall in love at first sight. Because of Mulan's hidden 
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gender, Shang learns to respect her as a person and as a warrior instead of simply falling in love 
with her looks. 

 

 
“Shang 3.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Li_Shang. 

 
Shang 

Shang embodies a lot of the same characteristics in Disney males so far, such as bravery and 
honor. He is also a warrior, like many of the other Disney princes. However, Shang melds these 
previously established "princely" characteristics with learning from Mulan. In this film, much 
like Pocahontas, neither Mulan or Shang are members of royalty and Mulan teaches Shang a 
lesson throughout the film. In the beginning, Shang is very “by the book” because he is eager to 
prove himself as a capable leader and follow in his father's footsteps. However, Mulan follows 
her heart rather than the law (as shown with her going to war instead of her father). While they 
both have good intentions at heart, Shang initially rejects Mulan after finding out she is a woman 
and by the end of the movie must learn to accept and respect Mulan as a woman just as he did 
when he thought Mulan was a man. 

 

The Post-Renaissance Era (2000-2009) 
 

[2009] 
The Princess and The Frog 
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“Princess-disneyscreencaps.com-6810.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., February 2015, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Tiana. 

 

 
“Princess-and-the-frog-disneyscreencaps.com-815.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., June 2016, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Tiana.  

 
Tiana 

Tiana is the first princess to have a job (multiple jobs even). She shows throughout the film that 
in order to get to where you want to be, you need to work hard. While in the beginning of the 
film, Tiana is portrayed as working too hard and not enjoying her life enough, she learns to let 
herself live a little throughout the journey of the film. Tiana still possesses certain characteristics 
that previous princesses have portrayed, such as kindness and beauty, but she does not evoke the 
typical mental image of a princess who never worked a day in her life. Despite the advancements 
of having a princess in the workplace, the two jobs Tiana has revolves around cooking and 
cleaning. Her jobs at Cal’s Diner and Duke's Diner involves her waitressing, busing, and 
occasionally cooking. While these jobs make sense given that Tiana has a natural talent and 
passion for cooking and the restaurant business, they still fall into the categories of "women's 
work" that past princesses have stuck to. 
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“Princess-and-the-frog-disneyscreencaps.com-903.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., November 2013, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Prince_Naveen. 

 
Naveen 

Naveen still carries some characteristics that past princes had, such as his carefree attitude. 
However, Naveen's love for music and a carefree lifestyle comes off as much more privileged 
and irresponsible. Furthermore, his attitude directly contrasts Tiana's workaholic nature in the 
beginning of the film and they both learn the importance of balancing work and play 
appropriately. Right from the start, the film shows how privileged Naveen has been because he is 
a prince. After spending time with Tiana, Naveen admires Tiana’s passion and willingness to 
work for her dream. The genders in this film are much more equal in the sense that both Tiana 
and Naveen have something essential to learn from each other. While movies such as Beauty and 
the Beast have had couples learn from each other in the past, they typically have the female 
teaching the male an important lesson. The Princess and the Frog is different because not only 
does Tiana show Naveen the importance of working hard for your dreams, Naveen teaches Tiana 
how to stop and enjoy life sometimes. 

 
Characteristics of the Disney Renaissance and Post-Renaissance 

The Disney Renaissance clearly marks a new age in Disney’s princess films. The Renaissance 
and Post-Renaissance princesses stand apart from the Gold and Silver Age with their curious and 
adventurous spirits. This category of films “transformed the damsel into a heroine of sorts, with 
both a voice and a desire for adventure” (Stover 3). While the earlier eras represents more 
stereotypical female gender roles, the Renaissance princesses are ambitious and focused (in fact, 
Pocahontas and Mulan actually perform the traditional princely act of saving the day). These 
new traits “corresponded completely to the increasingly acceptable gender roles in a society 
where women hold the same jobs as men” (Stover 3). Without a direct need to find and save their 
princesses, the Disney prince is also forced to evolve. They become much more involved in the 
plot and usually have their own subplots with personal lessons (often taught to them by the 
princess). There is also a change in the prince and princess relationship. Instead of falling in love 
at first sight, many Renaissance princess (including Tiana) “reject, initially at least, suitors who 
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would come into conflict with their goals” and a few princes do this as well, such as Beast 
(Stover 4). In the end, each princess still chooses her prince as “Disney’s rhetoric [of what 
constitutes a happy ending] shifted from any prince to the right prince” (Stover 4). There is also a 
search for the father’s approval, despite tons of rebellion against their parental wishes. While the 
princess might initially rebel in order to be with their prince, “each film’s happily-ever-after 
occurs when the father is pleased with the arrangement” (Stover 5). Although the princesses have 
developed to have more personality and be more independent, the reliance on male approval still 
holds true. 

 

The Revival Era (2010-Present) 
 

[2010] 
Tangled 

 
“ScreenHunter 01 Mar. 14 20.07.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., March 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Rapunzel. 

 

 
“Tangled-disneyscreencaps.com-4824.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., September 2015, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Rapunzel. 

 
Rapunzel 
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Rapunzel follows a lot of the same character traits that have been previously mentioned. She is 
extremely sheltered and, prior to her leaving the tower, a lot of her time is spent cleaning. 
However, she does have a unique hobby that other princesses have not had: painting. Rapunzel 
has filled her walls with painting not only to pass the time, but because she thoroughly enjoys 
creating art. While Rapunzel begins the film as a naive young woman, her nativity fuels her 
curiosity and excitement about the world outside of her tower. She has spent eighteen years in 
the tower waiting to explore the world and fearing the worst because of Mother Gothel's lies. 
Though she is fearful, she sees the beauty and value of everything she encounters. Like many 
other princesses before her, Rapunzel is highly strong-willed. She does have some catching up to 
do on social skills and real-world experience, but she can be very determined once she has made 
up her mind. This is an important part of her personality because, as a victim who has been 
kidnapped as a infant, she could just as easily become crippled by the years of abuse and 
isolation. 

 

 
“Tangled-movie-photo-25-550x290.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., March 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Flynn_Rider. 

 
Eugene (Flynn Rider) 

Eugene is expressly different from other princes in that he is immoral in the beginning of the film 
since he is a thief. While other character, like Aladdin, stayed in a morally gray area by breaking 
the law but for good reasons, Eugene steals solely because it is his dream to be rich. While later on 
Eugene tells Rapunzel the real reason he steals is because he believes he will finally be happy 
because free to do whatever he wants, just like his hero Flynnigan Rider. Despite his moral 
failures, Eugene is revealed to be rather kind and selfless. Once he spends time with Rapunzel, he 
sees how open she is about her emotions (like crying when they nearly drowned) and how 
passionate she is about her dream. This not only prompts him to fall in love with her throughout 
the rest of the film, but also encourages him to reveal his true self (by sharing his real name and 
backstory) rather than the mask of "Flynn Ryder." By hiding his true self, Eugene shows that even 
if someone does not seem like a prince at first, they might have princely qualities underneath. This 
is similarly true for princes like Beast and Naveen. Although this attribute is used in some other 
films, this characteristic is largely used in the Post-Renaissance and Revival Eras. 
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[2013] 

Frozen 

 
“Kristoff.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., May 2018, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Elsa. 

 

 
“Frozen-disneyscreencaps.com-3939.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., April 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Elsa. 

 
Elsa 

Although Elsa is technically not a princess as she become a queen through her coronation early 
on in the film, she is a major figure in changing the characteristic of Disney females. Elsa not 
only has greater political power (since she is a queen) than any other female protagonist 
portrayed, she is also magically powerful. Her main storyline involves her embracing her power 
and true self instead of hiding it away at the insistence of those around her. Like other princesses, 
Elsa is goes through emotional rollercoasters throughout the film but she is able to persevere and 
stay strong. Her internal struggle is the main storyline in Frozen. While the most previous 
movies have focused their primary or secondary plots on a romantic love interest, Frozen is 
different because it primarily focuses on Elsa’s inner struggle and secondarily on Elsa and 
Anna’s sisterly love. In fact, Elsa has no love interest at all. This is vastly different from the 
other characters because everyone else have love interests that develop. In contrast, Elsa is so 
focused on her personal growth that there is no room for love interests in her story. 
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“Frozen-disneyscreencaps.com-792.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., November 2015, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Anna. 

 
Anna 

Much like Rapunzel, Anna is severely sheltered for most of her life that causes her to be utterly 
amazed by the world. Although she does have a love interest in the film, Frozen expressly shows 
the dangers of the “love at first sight” trope that is prevalent in many previous Disney films. 
Anna’s willingness to fall in love immediately leads her to be an easy victim for Hans to steal the 
kingdom. Though her true love for Elsa defeats him in the end, Anna shows how dangerous it 
could be to fall in love with someone that has not revealed their true selves. While Anna is in 
love with the first man she meets after being allowed to leave the castle, she also comes to love 
Kristoff despite the flaws she sees at first. 

 

 
“Svenconvince.” Disney Wikia, Wikia Inc., March 2014, disney.wikia.com/wiki/Kristoff. 

 
Kristoff 

Kristoff is similar to Eugene in the sense that he hides his true self in the beginning of the film. 
Though Kristoff portrays himself as a jerk who does not care about anything but Sven (his 
reindeer) and his ice selling business, he reveals later that he isolates himself from society 
because he to shield himself from other people. As an orphan, Kristoff is only seen accepted into 
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society by the trolls, who adopt and raise him. Because Sven and the trolls are the only ones to 
actually accept Kristoff, he is left with the life philosophy that trolls and reindeer are better than 
people. As a result of Kristoff hardships in life, he is very realistic in his expectations of the 
world. While this attitude can come off as negative, it is a helpful contrast to Ana's optimism 
when they are working together. Kristoff is the most quirky prince that has been shown so far. 
This is especially pointed out by the trolls in the song “Fixer Upper.” They mentioned human 
imperfections, like him smelling, that have never been addressed in the Disney Princess 
Franchise before. By showing these character flaws so blatantly, the criteria for Disney princes 
no longer requires perfection. While Kristoff has his flaws, a major part of his personality is his 
kindness. This kindness seems to redeem him from not possessing most of the other established 
qualifications for Disney princes. 

 
Changes Throughout the Eras 

Throughout the eras of Disney movies, each princess evolves to have more personal interests, 
power, and to be less willing to fall in love at first sight. Princesses such as Ariel and Tiana have 
interests from the beginning of the film that they are passionate about (collecting and cooking 
respectively). These interests show a large development in personality from the Golden and 
Silver Eras. In this same manner, the princesses develop to be more powerful and resilient than 
those in previous eras. Jasmine especially marks a change in princesses. She is stubborn in 
commanding independence over her own life and choices. In the same era, Belle starts a trend of 
not falling in love at first sight. While not all the princesses that follow her do this, Belle gets to 
know Beast as a person before actually loving him. Though these changes all start in the Disney 
Renaissance, they grow in intensity throughout the rest of the eras. As the Disney princesses 
evolve, so do the princes. While the first two eras set up many stereotypically “princely” traits, 
like regality and heroism, the eras that follow show their princes as much more complete people. 
Just like the princesses, the princes evolve to have more personal interests, such as sailing for 
Eric and music for Naveen. Along with this, the princes’ have evolved to be more realistically 
flawed. Rather than characterizing princes as heroic, regal, and brave, Disney starts to 
characterize them as kind and selfless. Overall, the evolutions that both the princesses and 
princes go through shows how society has changed in its expectations of each gender. 
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